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Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to present the results of the eighth-year (2016-2017) monitoring
efforts conducted in accordance with the Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash Trash TMDL
(Trash TMDL), which is effective as of March 6, 2008, and the Trash Monitoring and Reporting
Plan (TMRP) Minimum Frequency of Assessment and Collection/Best Management Practice
(MFAC/BMP) Program. The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles
Region (Regional Board) approved Addendum No. 1 to the TMRP in June 2015, which revised
the monitoring program from a quantitative program to a visual program. The eighth-year
monitoring effort was the second year of monitoring under Addendum No.1 to the TMRP.
The responsible parties are complying with the non-point source requirements of the Trash
TMDL through the implementation of a MFAC/BMP Program and complying with the point
source requirements through the installation of certified trash full capture devices on all
responsible parties’ conveyances discharging to Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash and/or
implementing a point source-specific MFAC/BMP Program within the Revolon Slough and
Beardsley Wash subwatershed.
During the 2016-2017 monitoring year, higher trash levels were found at Site 1 throughout the
reporting period and moderate trash levels were found at Site 5 and Site 10. Overall, the
MFAC/BMP Program is effective for addressing trash as none of the five monitoring sites met
the criteria for increased BMP implementation (four consecutive months of Category 3 trash
conditions). The non-point source-responsible parties are in compliance with the requirements
of the Trash TMDL as the MFAC Program resulted in zero trash in-stream immediately
following all of the monitoring events. Non-point source-responsible parties will continue to
conduct all required MFAC events and implement BMPs at high trash generating areas as well as
watershed-wide to reduce the discharge of trash from their jurisdictions to minimize the impact
of trash in the watershed per the Regional Board-approved June 2015 Addendum No. 1 to the
TMRP.
To address point sources, the responsible parties, where feasible, have, and will continue to
install full capture devices on conveyances discharging to Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash
and/or install full capture devices in high trash generating areas and employ a point sourcespecific MFAC/BMP Program in other areas of their jurisdictions.
Per previous communications with Regional Board staff, the City of Camarillo is currently
meeting compliance with the point source requirements of the Trash TMDL through a point
source MFAC/BMP Program (see Section 3.1.1.1. for information on the City’s point source
MFAC/BMP Program). Further, the City continues to maintain the 38 trash full capture devices
that were installed in City of Camarillo storm drain catch basins in the high trash generating
areas within the Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash subwatershed.
The City of Oxnard employs various BMPs to address trash including catch basin inspection and
cleaning, open channel maintenance, street sweeping, education and outreach, stormwater
ordinances, and commercial/industrial facilities and construction site inspections. The City of
Oxnard has not yet been able to install full capture devices for conveyances discharging to
Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash. The City of Oxnard identified 106 catch basins that
require retrofitting. A staff report has been prepared and the project has been assigned to the
Capital Improvement Project (CIP) Division. The CIP Division is currently working with the
iii

City of Oxnard’s finance department to secure funding to install the full capture devices. While
full capture device planning is ongoing, the City is continuing to implement BMPs within their
jurisdiction to address point sources of trash and participate in the non-point source MFAC/BMP
program. The non-point source MFAC/BMP program results in cleanups of a site within the
City of Oxnard to support point source compliance as well.
For point sources, the County completed installing full capture devices in conveyances it is
responsible for and is meeting the March 2016 requirement of 100 percent of the conveyances
discharging to Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash addressed by full capture devices.
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) has installed two biofiltration swales
(BSWs) on Highway 34 and three biofiltration strips (BSTs) on Highway 101 in the Revolon
Slough/Beardsley Wash subwatershed. Currently, Caltrans is constructing 14 BSWs, 7 BSTs,
and 1 Austin Vault Sand Filter along Highway 101 (these BMPs are scheduled to be completed
by July 2018). The BSWs, BSTs, and Austin Vault Sand Filter are being installed to address a
suite of constituents including metals and selenium; organochlorine pesticides, PCBs, and
siltation; and trash. Caltrans will continue to implement its current suite of BMPs as outlined in
the TMRP. In addition, Caltrans has plans to install 6 BSWs on Highway 34, with construction
beginning in 2022 as well as 4 BSWs, 1 BST, and 1 Austin Vault Sand Filter on Highway 118,
with construction beginning in 2021 - these BMPs are subject to funding availability and the
TMDL Reach Prioritization completed under the most recent Caltrans MS4 Permit. The
continued implementation of current BMPs and the implementation of future potential BMPs
will be directed by results obtained from future monitoring events as part of the adaptive
management compliance approach.
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1 Overview
This Annual Report is being submitted to fulfill the compliance requirements of the
Amendments to the Water Quality Control Plan – Los Angeles Region for the Revolon Slough
and Beardsley Wash Trash TMDL (Trash TMDL), Resolution No. R4-2007-007 (effective
March 6, 2008). The purpose of this Annual Report is to present the results of eighth-year
(2016-2017) monitoring efforts associated with the Revolon Slough/Beardsley Wash Trash
Monitoring and Reporting Plan (TMRP) - Addendum No. 1 and associated Minimum Frequency
of Assessment and Collection/Best Management Practice (MFAC/BMP) Program.
The Annual Report includes:
 MFAC/BMP Program Summary and Assessment;
 Compliance strategy; and
 Proposed revisions to MFAC/BMP Program.
This effort is being completed on behalf of the responsible parties to the Trash TMDL as listed in
Table 1.
Table 1. Responsible Parties Participating in this TMRP and MFAC/BMP Program
Responsible Party

Non-point Source

Point Source

City of Camarillo

X

X1

City of Oxnard

X

X2

Ventura County

X

X2

Ventura County Watershed Protection District (VCWPD)

X

X

3, 4

X

Participants in the VCAILG

California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5

X2

The City of Camarillo is complying with the point source requirements through a point source-specific MFAC/BMP Program.
These Responsible Parties are complying with the point source requirements through installation of certified trash full capture
devices on all conveyances discharging to Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash.
Ventura County Agricultural Irrigated Lands Group.
Not listed as point sources in the Trash TMDL.
Caltrans was not given a non-point source Load Allocation (LA) in the TMDL yet is voluntarily participating in the MFAC to meet
the TMDL goals.

To complete this effort, the responsible parties hired the California Conservation Corps (CCC) to
conduct field monitoring efforts and Larry Walker Associates (LWA) to oversee and conduct
monitoring efforts as well as complete reporting requirements. The monitoring efforts during
2016-2017 were conducted according to the TMRP Addendum No. 1, which was submitted to
the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region (Regional Board) in
June 2015. TMRP Addendum No. 1 revised the non-point source MFAC Program from a
quantitative assessment-based program to a visual assessment-based program. A TMRP update
was necessary to improve the effectiveness of the MFAC Program to more efficiently assess
trash levels in Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash, target actions towards reducing trash
quantities, and better utilize available resources. The revised MFAC Program was initiated in
July 2015 and this Annual Report provides the results from October 2016 to September 2017.
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1.1

ASSESSMENT SITE LOCATIONS

Five visual assessment sites were included in TMRP Addendum No. 1, with four of the sites
comprised of assessment sites from the previous MFAC Program (Sites 1, 3a, 5 and 8) and one
site comprised of an assessment location in the City of Oxnard (Site 10) that was not included in
the original TMRP. The assessment sites listed below are also depicted in Figure 1 and detailed
in Appendix 1.
Assessment Sites:


Site 1: Revolon Slough and its adjacent land areas at Wood Road (the end of the
concrete-lined channel). (MFAC-required)



Site 3a: Drain outlet on the north side of Camarillo Hills Drain between Las Posas Road
and Springville Drive. (MFAC-required)



Site 5: Agriculture Drain – East of Wood Road on Etting Road.



Site 8: Caltrans Site at the 101 Freeway Bridge over Revolon Slough.



Site 10: 5th Street Drain in the City of Oxnard. (MFAC-required)
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Figure 1. TMRP/MFAC Program Sites
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2

Visual MFAC Program

This section provides a summary of the visual monitoring program implemented October 2016
through September 2017.
2.1

MFAC/BMP PROGRAM APPROACH

The goal of the MFAC/BMP program is to address non-point sources of trash in the Revolon
Slough and Beardsley Wash watershed. The MFAC/BMP program includes implementing BMPs
as outlined in the TMRP and conducting monitoring to assess the effectiveness of BMP
implementation.
The revised MFAC/BMP Program includes the following elements:
1. Conduct monthly assessments and trash collection events
MFAC events are conducted monthly at the monitoring sites. The collection aspect of
the MFAC utilizes information from the assessments (visual surveys) to determine the
locations where trash collection efforts should be focused for the event.
2. Conduct regular cleanups
Although the TMRP outlined quarterly cleanups, the responsible parties have been
conducting monthly cleanups to reduce the amount of trash entering the Revolon Slough
and Beardsley Wash.
3. Employ additional BMPs
Information gathered during the MFAC events are used to inform the responsible parties
as to the level and frequency of BMP implementation, including special trash cleanups,
needed to achieve a Category 1 level of trash, as detailed below.
2.2

MONITORING APPROACH

The monitoring approach is a streamlined visual survey of trash levels at select sites within
Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash and sites within conveyances that discharge to Revolon
Slough and Beardsley Wash. The visual survey uses a component of the Surface Water Ambient
Monitoring Program Rapid Trash Assessment Protocol (SWAMP Protocol) and visual
assessment approaches being utilized by the City of Ventura, the Santa Clara Valley Urban
Runoff Pollution Prevention Program in the San Francisco Bay Area, and a number of cities and
municipalities throughout the country.
The visual surveys utilize a three-point system based on the “Level of Trash” scoring category
discussed in the SWAMP Protocol to estimate the presence of litter in a specific area.
Individuals performing the visual surveys are trained on how to properly conduct these
assessments to ensure consistency when performing such surveys and are trained to score each
assessed area by rating the amount of litter observed, using the following categories:


Category 1 – Represents the SWAMP Category “Optimal”



Category 2 – Represents the SWAMP Category “Suboptimal”



Category 3 – Represents the SWAMP Category “Poor”
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The definition of Category 1 is:
“On first glance, no trash visible. Little or no trash (<10 pieces) evident when streambed
and stream banks are closely examined for litter and debris, for instance by looking under
leaves.”
The definition of Category 2 is:
“On first glance, low to medium levels of trash are evident (10 – 100 pieces). Stream,
bank surfaces, and riparian zone contain some litter and debris. Possible evidence of site
being used by people: scattered cans, bottles, food wrappers, blankets, clothing.”
The definition of Category 3 is:
“Trash distracts the eye on first glance. Stream, bank surfaces, and immediate riparian
zone contain substantial levels of litter and debris (>100 pieces). Evidence of site being
used frequently by people: many cans, bottles, and food wrappers, blankets, clothing.”
Visual monitoring is conducted monthly for each designated site (Table 2).
2.3

MFAC/BMP PROGRAM ASSESSMENT APPROACH

As stated above, the goal of the MFAC/BMP Program is to address non-point sources of trash in
Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash. Results of the monitoring are used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the MFAC/BMP Program and to support any necessary modifications. The
MFAC/BMP Program is continuously evaluated and modified using an adaptive management
approach consistent with the procedures outlined in the TMRP - Addendum No. 1 and as
summarized below:
1. Monitoring sites classified in Category 1 during the visual monitoring event are noted
and any trash observed is collected during the visual monitoring event.
2. Monitoring sites classified in Category 2 are evaluated to determine if and what type of
additional BMPs are needed to reduce the accumulation of trash between visual
monitoring events with intent to move these sites to Category 1.
3. Monitoring sites classified in Category 3 for four (4) consecutive monthly visual
monitoring events initiate more frequent additional cleanups in the areas surrounding the
sites to address trash. It is anticipated that the additional cleanups will address trash
thereby moving the site to Category 2 and then to Category 1.
2.4

COMPLETED MONITORING EVENTS

Eighth-year visual monitoring for the Trash TMDL was conducted from October 2016 to
September 2017 at the frequencies detailed in Table 2. The completed monitoring events are
shown in Table 3 and Appendix 2 contains example photos from a typical MFAC Event.
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Table 2. TMRP Seventh-Year Visual Assessment Monitoring Event Frequency
Site

Frequency

Site 1 – Revolon Slough At Wood Road

Once Monthly1

Site 3a – Storm drain outlet on the north side of Camarillo Hills Drain
just downstream of Las Posas Road

Once Monthly1

Site 5 – Agricultural Drain East of Etting Road

Once Monthly2

Site 8 – Caltrans Site on side of US101 just west of Revolon Slough

Once Monthly2

th

Once Monthly1

Site 10 – 5 Street Drain at Del Norte Boulevard

1. The Trash TMDL specifically required these sites to be included in the MFAC Program.
2. The Trash TMDL did not require these sites; they were included to better characterize trash in the watershed.

Table 3. Completed Visual Assessment Monitoring Events (October 2016 – September 2017)
Site

Month
Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun
1

Jul

Aug

Sep

1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NA

X

X

X

3a

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X = Visual assessment monitoring event completed per the TMRP - Addendum No. 1.
1. Site 1 was inaccessible during the June 2016 event due to VCWPD channel maintenance activities.

2.5

MFAC/BMP PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

Eighth-year visual monitoring was the second year to exclusively include Visual Assessment
Monitoring methods. The visual assessment categories for each site during the monthly MFAC
events from October 2016 to September 2017 are presented in Table 4. An example of a
completed visual assessment form is presented in Appendix 3.
During the monitoring events, the main sources and types of trash were identified as originating
from agricultural and urban sources. Agricultural trash includes irrigation hose, plastic containers
for shipping produce, row crop plastic covering, plant containers, etc. Urban trash includes food
wrappers, Styrofoam, cardboard, paper, metal, etc.
Table 4. Visual Assessment Trash Categories by Monitoring Site
Site

Visual Assessment Trash Category1
Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

1

2

2

2

3a

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

2

2

2

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

8

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

10
1.

Number indicates visual assessment trash category.
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Site 1 was found to be consistently in the Category 2 and Category 3 range throughout the
reporting period, with the exception of the October 2016 and June 2017 Events. Site 1 was not
found to be in Category 3 for four consecutive months, and did not warrant additional BMPs
such as more frequent cleanups, as outlined in the TMRP - Addendum No. 1. During the 20152016 reporting year, the responsible parties decided to expand the areas subject to additional
cleanups as a preventative measure to reduce trash discharging to Revolon Slough, and this new
protocol was continued into the 2016-2017 reporting year. In addition, Site 1 experienced
dumping of dead chickens on a semi-regular basis. During six of the twelve months, field
personnel found dead chickens that has been placed inside of plastic bags and dumped into the
stream. Due to field personnel safety concerns, the VCWPD Operations and Maintenance staff
were contacted after each event, to remove the bags from the channel. Ventura County Animal
Services was then contacted to pick up and dispose of the chickens afterwards.
Site 1 was also impacted by high rainfall and subsequent elevated stream levels during January
and February 2017. Field personnel were unable to enter certain portions of the stream due to
water depth and crew safety concerns. All safely accessible areas were thoroughly cleaned, and
inaccessible areas of the site were documented.
Site 3a was consistently found to be in Category 1 for the entire monitoring year indicating that
the BMPs implemented to address trash upstream of and along the Camarillo Hills Drain are
effective at addressing trash. On January 28, 2017, a construction site upstream of the Camarillo
Hills Drain began to discharge approximately 700,000 gallons/day of accumulated precipitation
after proper filtration into a storm drain that is connected to the Camarillo Hills Drain upstream
of site 3a. The discharge continued for 12 more days and heavily impacted stream depth at all
sites downstream of the discharge point. Stream levels returned to normal after the dewatering
was completed, and crews were able to resume monitoring activities as normal.
Site 5 was found to be primarily in Categories 1 and 2 during the monitoring year, with the
exception of January 2017 where the site was in Category 3. It is likely that the proximity to
several agricultural fields contributes to the high trash levels found at Site 5. An agricultural
ditch is upstream of the site, which runs between several agricultural fields, where trash may
accumulate before the ditch discharges into Revolon Slough. Site 5 also has significant
vegetation within the stream and on the banks, which acts as a natural trash capture device.
Based on the visual assessment data collected, the responsible parties began conducting targeted
outreach to the agricultural areas surrounding Site 5 including contacting the owners/operators of
the agricultural areas and installing anti-litter signage at key locations in the agricultural areas.
Site 8 was in Category 1 for ten of the twelve months during the monitoring year. Site 8 was in
Category 2 in December 2016 and Category 3 in September 2017; however, there had been a
recent vehicle accident near Site 8 that created the majority of the Debris found in September.
The BMPs implemented to address trash along the 101 freeway were effective at addressing
trash. Site 8 will continue to be monitored in the future to bring it back to a Category 1 level of
trash.
Site 10 was in Category 1 six of the twelve months during the monitoring year, and in Category
2 the remaining six months. Site 10 had evidence of a homeless encampment within the storm
drain, during the October 2016 event, but has since been removed.
Overall, the MFAC/BMP Program is effective for addressing trash as none of the five
monitoring sites met the criteria for increased BMP implementation (four consecutive months of
RSBW TMRP Annual Report
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Category 3 trash conditions). However, as high trash levels were found at Site 1 and Site 5, the
responsible parties decided to increase BMP implementation in the areas surrounding these sites
to further address trash. The responsible parties are confident these increased BMPs will lead to
further trash reduction in these areas.

3 Compliance Strategy
The Trash TMDL requires all annual reports to include proposals to enhance BMPs, revise the
MFAC (if needed), and prioritize the installation of full capture devices or other compliance
measures, including structural BMPs or trash collection events for high trash generating areas.
Additionally, the Trash TMDL requires point source-responsible parties to achieve a 100 percent
reduction from the baseline wasteload allocation (WLA) by March 2016. This section describes
the proposed compliance strategies to be utilized to meet the non-point source and point source
Trash TMDL requirements and to further reduce trash discharges into Revolon Slough and
Beardsley Wash.
Non-point source-responsible parties will continue complying with the Trash TMDL through a
MFAC/BMP Program that includes a combination of MFAC events and BMPs including
structural and non-structural BMPs. The information gathered from the MFAC/BMP Program
will guide BMP implementation and selection to ensure efficient and effective compliance with
the Trash TMDL. The responsible parties will also utilize adaptive management to allow for
flexibility in determining the correct BMPs to implement and the correct locations to implement
the BMPs. The proposed adaptive management compliance strategy is as follows:
1. Continue implementation of the approved MFAC Program using the visual assessment
method.
2. Continue to implement the current suite of BMPs identified in the TMRP with the
additions described in the Current Best Management Practices Section;
3. Implement BMPs in the future based on information generated from the MFAC/BMP
Program focusing on the high trash generating areas as discussed in the Future
Potential Best Management Practices Section; and
4. Evaluate the effectiveness and needs for additional BMPs and/or MFAC revisions semiannually based on the results of the MFAC/BMP Program. The evaluation will consider
the results of the visual assessments, on a site-by-site and watershed basis, to prioritize
the areas where additional BMP implementation may be most effective in reducing trash
levels. Proposed revisions to the MFAC/BMP Program and full capture device or other
measure installation/implementation prioritization will be included in each annual report.
To address point sources, the responsible parties, where feasible, have or are installing full
capture devices on conveyances discharging to Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash and/or
installing full capture devices in high trash generating areas and/or employing a point sourcespecific MFAC/BMP Program in other areas of their jurisdictions.
The following sections outline the jurisdictional BMPs currently being implemented, the
additional BMPs to be implemented in prioritized areas, other BMPs being considered for
implementation throughout the watershed, and a BMP implementation schedule.
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3.1

CURRENT BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

TMRP - Addendum No. 1 lists a suite of BMPs that each responsible party is implementing in
their respective jurisdictions. One of the primary modifications to the MFAC/BMP Program in
response to the monitoring results, is to add additional trash cleanups at the high trash generating
sites identified during the monitoring. The responsible parties contracted with the CCC to
conduct monthly trash cleanups at all sites during the entire reporting year. LWA supervised the
monthly monitoring event activities during the entire reporting year, and beginning in September
2016, LWA also supervised CCC field personnel during additional monthly cleanup events.
From October 2016 through September 2017, the total annual amount of trash removed was
approximately 5,753 pounds, in 525 33-gallon bags. Beginning in September 2016, the trash
cleanup area for Site 1 was expanded, so the entire 2016-2017 reporting year was covered under
this new protocol. Example photos taken during these special cleanups are presented in
Appendix 4.
In addition to the trash cleanups, the responsible parties implemented the following BMPs to
address trash:
3.1.1 City of Camarillo Litter Management Program
TMRP Addendum No. 1 BMP list for the City:
1. Catch basin cleaning - all City catch basins outside of the Revolon Slough/Beardsley
Wash subwatershed are inspected at least once per year and those in high-trash
generating areas are inspected four times per year and all are cleaned when filled with
trash to 25 percent or more of the catch basin’s capacity. As identified in the City’s
March 2016 letter to the Regional Board staff, starting with July 2016, the city
changed the inspection frequency of all catch basins in the Revolon Slough/Beardsley
Wash subwatershed to quarterly and the metric for determining when a catch basin
needs to be cleaned to the same metric used for the nonpoint source program. The
total pounds of trash removed from all the cleanouts from October 2016 through
September 2017 was 2,359 pounds. Example photos from a City full capture device
inspection and cleaning event are presented in Appendix 5.
2. Open channel maintenance - all City-maintained channels are inspected and cleaned
at least once before the wet season and at least once after the wet season.
3. Trash Management at Public Events - All special use permits for events in the public
right of way require proper management of trash and litter.
The following are enhancements/revisions made to the non-point source BMPs listed in the
TMRP for the City:
1. Trash removal was also performed along City fence lines near city stormwater system
structures in the Revolon Slough/Beardsley Wash subwatershed. Approximately 900
pounds of trash was removed during the fence line trash removals this year.
2. The City performs annual debris and trash removal from city-maintained
ditches/channels and detention basins. Approximately 68,440 pounds of materials
were removed from the structures within the Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash
subwatershed.
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3. City arterial streets are swept weekly and residential streets are swept monthly in an
attempt to reduce trash accumulating in deleterious amounts on streets within the
City. An estimated 816,000 pounds of debris were removed by the street sweepers
from streets in the Revolon Slough/Beardsley Wash subwatershed this year.
4. The City requires conditions pertaining to trash to be met for all new development
and redevelopment projects within the watershed, including:
A. Trash full capture devices and post-construction treatment devices for other
pollutants of concern must be installed in drain inlets;
B. Trash enclosures and/or recycling areas must be properly installed (e.g.,
covered and including structures to direct stormwater away from entering the
enclosures/areas);
C. All property areas must be maintained free of litter/debris;
D. Onsite storm drains must be cleaned at least twice per year, including once
before the beginning of the wet season; and
E. Private roads and parking lots must be swept at a minimum of once per
month, with two sweepings occurring in October before the beginning of the
wet season.
5. The City requires private owners to provide proof of maintenance of their post
construction treatment devices annually.
6. The City hosts household hazardous waste collection events two days per month to
provide residents a place to properly dispose of their materials. This reduces the
amount of illegal dumping and diverts household hazardous waste from landfills.
The City successfully diverted 225,324 pounds of household hazardous waste in
2016-2017 which equals a 99.9 percent diversion rate of items collected during the
events.
7. The City adopted Stormwater Ordinance No. 1032 in December 2012 which includes
trash specific prohibitions and fines and penalties for violations of the prohibitions.
8. The City continued additional measures to its Water Conservation Ordinance limiting
lawn watering to four days per week, no washing of hard surfaces (i.e., driveways,
sidewalks), and imposing penalties for runoff. Further, the City of reduced its water
usage by 26.6 percent for the six-month period ending July 2017 compared to usage
in 2013. These measures will reduce dry weather flows to the storm drain system
thereby reducing trash transport.
9. The City engages in several outreach and education campaigns including:
A. The City includes a litter prevention message, at least annually, in its quarterly
Cityscene Newsletter, which is distributed to all residents.
B. The City includes an insert with all utility bills soliciting volunteers to remove
trash in the City on Coastal Cleanup Day and which also educates residents on
pollution prevention.
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C. The City conducts commercial and industrial facility inspections to ensure
proper pollutant prevention BMPs are being applied and to educate the
employees on the importance of pollution prevention. The City inspected 307
facilities during 2016-2017.
D. The City sends out letters to all commercial, industrial, and high-density
residential property managers requesting assistance in controlling trash on
their property.
E. The City inspects all construction sites to ensure application of proper
pollution prevention BMPs. The City inspected 200 sites in 2016-2017. In
addition the city inspected 13 construction sites prior to certificate of
occupancy to verify the site design and that source control and treatment
control BMPs were installed and maintained properly.
F. The City mails construction site BMP brochures to contractors and developers
annually, during fall, to ensure proper pollutant prevention BMPs are being
applied especially before the wet season.
G. The City participates in the Countywide Stormwater Public Outreach Program
that includes litter outreach, which can be reviewed at
www.cleanwatershed.org.
The following are enhancements/revisions made to the point source BMPs listed in the TMRP
for the City:
1. The City installed and is maintaining 82 trash full capture devices in City storm drain
catch basins in high trash generating areas throughout the City including 38 devices
within the Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash subwatershed. In addition, the city
will be installing approximately 100 additional full capture trash devices by July
2018. The majority of these devices will be within the Revolon Slough and Beardsley
Wash subwatershed. As discussed in last year’s annual report, the City is currently
employing a point source MFAC/BMP Program to meet the point source compliance
requirements of the Trash TMDL. The section below provides information on the
City’s point source MFAC/BMP Program.
3.1.1.1 Point Source MFAC/BMP Program

In May 2015, the City submitted a letter to the Regional Board staff detailing a proposed point
source compliance option and requesting Regional Board approval. Subsequently, in July 2015
the City met with Regional Board staff to discuss the City’s May 2015 letter. In October 2015,
per a Regional Board staff request, the City submitted additional data related to the point source
compliance option. On December 14, 2015, the City received a response letter from the
Regional Board stating it was unable to approve the City’s requested point source strategy. On
March 3, 2016, the City submitted another letter to the Regional Board in response to the
December 14, 2015 letter detailing a revised, proposed point source compliance strategy (listed
below). As of the submittal date of this annual report, the City has not received approval of the
proposed point source compliance option.
Until the Regional Board re-considers the Trash TMDL related to the Statewide Trash Policy’s
priority land use areas, the City will continue to address all land uses (non-priority and priority)
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within the Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash watershed by conducting a point source
MFAC/BMP Program, which will consist of implementing the suite of BMPs currently
employed by the City, as detailed in TMRP - Addendum No. 1 and Annual Monitoring Reports,
as well as inspecting and monitoring catch basins for trash and/or anthropogenic landscaping
litter. The City is implementing the following inspection and collection schedule for non-priority
land use area catch basins to serve as the assessment collection aspect of the MFAC/BMP
Program:


The City is conducting quarterly visual inspections for all non-priority land use catch
basins.



Inspection frequencies may be modified for particular catch basins based on the amount
of trash and/or anthropogenic landscape litter (dumped grass clippings) present during
initial quarterly inspections. A minimum inspection frequency interval will be selected
that prevents trash and/or leaf litter from accumulating in deleterious amounts between
collections.



Collection events are occurring concurrently with the assessments and the City ensures
zero trash and/or leaf litter will remain after the collection event.

Based on this inspection and cleaning schedule, catch basins cleaned one or fewer times (i.e., no
trash/anthropogenic landscaping litter found during inspections) over a rolling three-year period
are considered equivalent to catch basins with full capture devices installed. This determination
is based on trash and/or anthropogenic landscaping litter not accumulating in the catch basins
and therefore not being discharged to Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash. This also indicates
the BMPs implemented by the City are addressing trash equivalent to full capture devices. If any
catch basin does not maintain its one or fewer cleaning status, the catch basin and/or area
surrounding the catch basin will be addressed via trash-control BMPs to return the catch basin to
the one or fewer cleaning category and, depending on the results of the full capture systems
analyses, may be addressed by a full capture system. If the Regional Board revises the Trash
TMDL to only focus on priority land uses, the MFAC/BMP Program will be ceased for the nonpriority areas and the inspection and cleaning protocols will revert to the requirements of the
Ventura County MS4 Permit.
During the 2016-2017 monitoring year quarterly inspections, 60 catch basins had to be cleaned
more than once, which equates to approximately 10 percent of the total 573 catch basins within
the Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash watershed not addressed by full capture systems. The
remaining 513 catch basins were cleaned one or fewer times. Of the 60 catch basins cleaned
more than once, 8 were found to be Category 2 (10+ pieces of trash) and 52 were found to be in
Category 1 (<10 pieces of trash). As this was the first full year of quarterly inspections and
cleanings, the City is still assessing what BMPs will most effectively and efficiently address
these catch basins.
In order to assess compliance with the 100 percent reduction from the baseline WLA
requirement, the City calculated a point source baseline WLA for: (1) all land uses and (2) only
the priority land uses, using land use acreage determined through geographic information system
(GIS) analyses and trash generation rate (TGR) data obtained through a review of reports that
contain trash generation rate data. A baseline WLA of 2,738 gallons per year was calculated for
all land uses and a baseline WLA of 1,653 gallons per year was calculated for only the priority
land use areas. In essence, if the City’s BMPs address at least 2,738 gallons per year of trash,
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then they will be in compliance with the 100 percent reduction from the baseline WLA. During
the 2016-2017 monitoring year, the City removed 67,953 gallons of trash through the
implemented trash control measures, which is much greater than the 2,738 gallons of trash
baseline WLA (Table 5).
Based on the catch basin inspections and clean outs as well as the amount of trash removed by
the City’s trash control measures, trash and debris are not accumulating in deleterious amounts
between the inspection and collection events. The City is confident the current trash control
measures implemented as well as the point source MFAC/BMP Program are effectively meeting
the point source requirements of the Trash TMDL.
Table 5. Materials Removed via Various City Trash-Control Measures Implemented in 2016-2017
Estimated
Amount
Removed

Amount
of Trash

Amount of
Leaf Litter2

Amount of
Sediment

Catch Basin Cleaning

47,185

2,359

35,389

9,437

Street Sweeping

816,000

163,200

326,400

163,200

Ditch, Channel, and Detention Basin Cleaning

68,440

3,422

51,330

13,688

900

900

0

0

932,525

169,881

413,119

186,325

Catch Basin Cleaning

18,874

944

14,156

3,775

Street Sweeping

326,400

65,280

130,560

65,280

Ditch, Channel, and Detention Basin Cleaning

27,376

1,369

20,532

5,475

360

360

0

0

373,010

67,953

165,248

74,530

BMP
Amount of trash collected in pounds

Fence Line Trash Removal
Total
Amount of trash collected in gallons

1

Fence Line Trash Removal
Total

Baseline Trash WLA (gallons)
1.

2.

2,738

Pounds converted to gallons using 2.5 pounds=1 gallon from: Michael Baker International. Literature Review for Trash
Amendment Compliance Strategy. Contract No. 534079, Task Order 52. Prepared for: County of San Diego Department of
Public Works. July 2015.
Leaf litter is not anthropogenic landscaping litter but literally leaves from adjacent trees. Dumped landscaping litter is
considered trash and is accounted for under "trash" category.

3.1.2 City of Oxnard Litter Management Program
1. Catch basin cleaning - all City of Oxnard catch basins are inspected at least once per
year and those in high-trash generating areas are inspected four times per year and all
are cleaned when filled with trash to 25 percent or more of the catch basin’s capacity.
2. Open channel maintenance - all City of Oxnard-maintained channels are inspected
and cleaned at least once per year before the wet season and at least once per year
after the wet season.
3. City of Oxnard arterial streets are swept weekly and residential streets are swept
monthly in an attempt to reduce trash accumulating in deleterious amounts on streets
within the City of Oxnard.
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4. Trash Management at Public Events - All special use permits for events in the public
right of way require proper management of trash and litter.
5. The City of Oxnard requires conditions pertaining to trash to be met for all new
development and redevelopment projects within the watershed, including:
A. Trash full capture devices and post-construction treatment devices for other
pollutants of concern must be installed in drain inlets;
B. Trash enclosures and/or recycling areas must be properly installed (e.g.,
covered and including structures to direct stormwater away from entering the
enclosures/areas);
C. All property areas must be maintained free of litter/debris;
D. Onsite storm drains must be cleaned at least twice per year, including once
before the beginning of the wet season; and
E. Private roads and parking lots must be swept at a minimum of once per
month, with two sweepings occurring in October before the beginning of the
wet season.
6. The City of Oxnard requires private owners to provide proof of maintenance of their
post construction treatment devices annually.
7. The City of Oxnard accepts household hazardous wastes at the Del Norte Regional
Recycling Station Monday - Saturday to provide residents a place to properly dispose
of their materials. This reduces the amount of illegal dumping.
8. The City of Oxnard adopted Stormwater Ordinance No. 2876 in November 2013,
which includes trash specific prohibitions and fines and penalties for violations of the
prohibitions.
9. The City of Oxnard imposed additional measures to its Water Conservation
Ordinance in 2014 by prohibiting lawn watering except between 4 PM and 9 AM or 6
PM and 9AM during daylight savings, no washing of hard surfaces (i.e., driveways,
sidewalks), and imposing penalties for runoff. These measures will reduce dry
weather flows to the storm drain system thereby reducing trash transport.
10. The City catch basins are labeled, “Don’t pollute, Flows to Waterways”.
11. The City of Oxnard engages in several outreach and education campaigns including:
A. The City of Oxnard has established the www.oxnardnews.org website which
disseminates information regarding pollution prevention, household hazardous
waste roundups, Coastal Clean-up day and water conservation.
B. The City of Oxnard includes an insert with all utility bills soliciting volunteers
to remove trash in the City of Oxnard on Coastal Cleanup Day which also
educates residents on pollution prevention.
C. The City of Oxnard conducts commercial, industrial, and construction
facility/site inspections to ensure proper pollutant prevention BMPs are being
applied and to educate the employees on the importance of pollution
prevention.
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D. The City of Oxnard sends out letters to all commercial, industrial, and highdensity residential property managers requesting assistance in controlling
trash on their property.
E. The City of Oxnard inspects all construction sites to ensure application of
proper pollution prevention BMPs.
F. The City of Oxnard participates in the Countywide Stormwater Public
Outreach Program that includes litter outreach, which can be reviewed at
www.cleanwatershed.org.
3.1.3 County of Ventura and VCWPD Litter Management Program
The County has a very limited storm drain system within the Trash TMDL responsibility area.
In 2014, eight StormTek® connector pipe screen full capture devices were installed. The final
inspection of the eight full capture devices was completed in October 2014 towards 100 percent
Trash TMDL compliance. However, additional storm drain system analysis indicated the
installed devices were insufficient to meet point source compliance requirements. In May 2015,
the County issued a contract for a site suitability analysis for installation of additional full
capture devices within the Revolon Slough/Beardsley Wash watershed. The results of this study
showed that 48 additional full capture devices were required to meet the 100 percent full capture
requirement. The County installed the remaining 48 full capture devices and is meeting the 100
percent point source compliance requirement. During the 2016-2017 monitoring year, the
County properly maintained all installed full capture devices. For full capture device installation
details, refer to “County of Ventura Full Capture Connector Pipe Screen Trash Excluder
Certification Report” provided in the 2015-2016 Annual Report.
1. Catch basin cleaning - Catch basins are inspected at least once a year and cleaned
when filled to 25 percent or more of the catch basin’s capacity. During storm season,
all drainage facilities are inspected and cleaned as necessary.
2. Open channel storm drain maintenance - All VCWPD-owned and -maintained
channels are cleared, inspected, and cleaned as required at least once per year.
During the annual 2016-2017 channel sediment cleaning of Revolon Slough and
Beardsley Wash, approximately 119 tons of trash were removed from Revolon
Slough and 73 tons of trash were removed from Beardsley Wash.
3. Trash Management at Public Events - A proper Management of Trash and Litter Plan
is required when obtaining a permit for staging public events. This Plan requires
adequate facilities for trash collection and disposal.
4. Public areas - Trash receptacles have been placed within high trash generation areas.
These devices are cleaned and maintained regularly to prevent trash overflow.
5. The Stormwater Quality Management Ordinance for Unincorporated Areas (Ventura
County Ordinance No. 4450) includes litter and trash specific prohibitions for the
discharge or deposition of trash that may enter the County storm drain system or
receiving waters (Section 6942). The ordinance also includes civil penalties for
violations and provisions for issuing administrative fines, recovery of costs and
misdemeanor violations.
6. County catch basins are labeled, “Don’t pollute, Flows to Waterways”.
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7. Watershed awareness signs have been installed at key locations at major roadway
crossings of Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash, stating “Calleguas Creek
Watershed, Keep It Clean!” In addition, in June 2016, the County/VCWPD installed
11 bilingual “No Dumping Allowed” signs at six locations at access points along
Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash, where illegal dumping had occurred, as
reported in the 2015-2016 Annual Report.
8. In October 2013, an anti-littering billboard space was leased from ClearChannel with
a message posted for a month along Highway 101 (near the Del Norte overcrossing)
stating “Our Oceans are Drowning in Plastic”, encouraging proper disposal of waste
and recyclable materials. This location was seen by 97,000 people per day (estimated
at 64,000 Ventura County residents and 33,000 others travelling through the area) for
the entire month of October.
9. On July 31, 2012 the County of Ventura Board of Supervisors received and filed a
draft model Single-Use Bag Ordinance referred to the County by the Beach Erosion
Authority for Clean Oceans and Nourishment (BEACON). The County endorsed the
use of up to $8,000 as the County’s pro-rata share of a regional Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) to be prepared by BEACON, which is required to be completed under
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) before the model single-use bag
ban can be adopted. This was the first step for the County to move forward with the
consideration of adoption of a single-use plastic bag ban.
10. On June 24, 2014 the County of Ventura Board of Supervisors approved a motion
directing the County of Ventura Executive Officer to have staff prepare a Single-Use
Bag Ordinance modeled on the BEACON Ordinance.
11. The County and VCWPD continue to participate in the Countywide Stormwater
Program to provide outreach and education retaining the services of “The Agency”, a
professional advertisement group that designs and conducts Countywide, bilingual
outreach programs advocating proper trash disposal. The most recent addition to the
outreach program is trash prevention and protection of stormwater quality education
using Facebook®.
12. The County conducts commercial, industrial, and construction facility/site inspections
to ensure proper pollutant prevention BMPs are being applied and to educate the
employees on the importance of pollution prevention. The County inspects over 360
businesses at least twice during the Ventura County MS4 Permit Term.
13. The County requires private owners to provide proof of maintenance of their post
construction treatment devices annually.
14. On September 16, 2017, County staff captained a Coastal Cleanup Day site in
Beardsley Wash. The site was first added to Coastal Cleanup Day in 2016. In 2017, 9
volunteers cleaned two sections of Beardsley Wash and removed 244 pounds of trash
that included food and tobacco product wrappers, cigarette butts, as well as glass and
plastic bottles. Example photos from this year’s Coastal Cleanup Day are provided in
Appendix 6.
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3.1.4 VCAILG Litter Management Program
During the 2016-2017 monitoring year, the VCAILG provided education and outreach to a
diverse group of owners and growers throughout Ventura County. Certain aspects of the
education and outreach discuss trash BMPs for agricultural areas and information regarding the
Trash TMDL. The VCAILG conducted two education and outreach classes during the 20162017 reporting year - July 18, 2017 and September 26, 2017. In addition, the VCAILG has been
conducting direct outreach to agricultural areas surrounding Site 1 and Site 5 to address
agricultural trash that was found near those sites and VCAILG installed anti-littering signs near
the agricultural areas surrounding Site 1 and Site 5.
3.1.5 Caltrans Litter Management Program
Caltrans implements a variety of BMPs in the watershed along the freeways and highways.
These BMPs are a suite of programs done to reduce trash as follows.
1. Street Sweeping
2. Trash Collection
3. Adopt-a-Highway Program
Caltrans (District 7, serving Los Angeles and Ventura Counties) uses a variety of methods to
educate the public about the importance of managing stormwater. This consists of a variety of
written materials, bulletins, and websites. A few venues the District uses to accomplish this are
public schools and community sponsored clean up events, Bring Your Child to Work Day, and
Earth Day. The written material is designed to appeal to the public while providing technical
information on selected Caltrans projects and activities. Caltrans continues to install stenciled
warnings prohibiting discharges to drain inlets at park and ride lots, rest areas, vista points and
other areas with pedestrian traffic. Caltrans has installed two biofiltration swales (BSWs) on
Highway 34 and three biofiltration strips (BSTs) on Highway 101 in the Revolon
Slough/Beardsley Wash subwatershed. Currently, Caltrans is constructing 14 BSWs, 7 BSTs,
and 1 Austin Vault Sand Filter along Highway 101 (these BMPs are scheduled to be completed
by July 2018). The BSWs, BSTs, and Austin Vault Sand Filter are being installed to address a
suite of constituents including metals and selenium; organochlorine pesticides, PCBs, and
siltation; and trash.
3.2

FUTURE POTENTIAL BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Future potential BMPs specific to each responsible party are detailed below.
3.2.1 City of Camarillo Litter Management Program
To address non-point sources, the City will focus BMP efforts at the high trash generating areas
identified through the MFAC Program and continue watershed-wide BMP activities as a means
to further reduce the discharge of trash to Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash. The City will
install approximately 100 more full capture trash devices by July 2018, of which, the majority of
the devices will be in the Revolon Slough/ Beardsley Wash subwatershed.
Until the Regional Board re-considers the Trash TMDL related to the Statewide Trash Policy’s
priority land use areas, the City will continue to address all land uses (non-priority and priority)
within the Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash watershed by conducting a point source
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MFAC/BMP Program, which will consist of implementing the suite of BMPs currently
employed by the City, as detailed in TMRP - Addendum No. 1 and Annual Monitoring Reports,
as well as inspecting and monitoring catch basins for trash and/or anthropogenic landscaping
litter.
3.2.2 City of Oxnard Litter Management Program
The City owns and operates the Del Norte Regional Recycling and Transfer Station, which is
responsible for accepting, transferring and disposing of approximately 200,000 solid waste tons
each year from the City, permitted haulers, and self-haulers throughout the region, as well as
materials recovery, which is responsible for diverting material from the waste stream to prevent
marketable recyclable material and divertible material from entering the landfill. The City has
entered into agreements with organizations such as the Carpet America Recovery Effort
(carpetrecovery.org) and Recycle with Paint Care (paintcare.org) for recycling of post consumer
products. Green waste is recycled to provide compost soil amendments and other beneficial
environmental products. The Del Norte Regional Recycling and Transfer Station includes a
buyback center, which is responsible for accepting and dispensing payments to customers that
redeem California Redemption Value material such as aluminum cans, plastic beverage
containers, and glass. In addition, the Del Norte Regional Recycling and Transfer Station
contains the Recyclable Household Hazardous Waste Center, which is responsible for accepting
and recycling material from City residents that drop-off antifreeze, batteries, used motor oil,
water-based paint and electronic devices. For hazardous wastes that are not accepted at Del
Norte Regional Recycling and Transfer Station, the City offers Household Hazardous Waste
Collection Events which are held at a separate location and allow residents to transport up to 15
gallons or 125 lbs household hazardous waste to the event. There is also a special program
available once per month for Oxnard Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator
Businesses (CESQG’s). A CESQG generates or stores less than 27 gallons or 200 pounds of
Hazardous Waste per month. A CESQG may qualify for a limited amount of free disposal.
The City of Oxnard will continue to promote the City’s Green Sustainability Programs with
robust outreach focused on pollution prevention and environmental sustainability. The City of
Oxnard has started a new “On the Road to Zero Waste” campaign which encourages community
participation through a series of workshops designed to educate the public and garner community
input. The program has vision of zero waste with a guiding principle to protect the environment
and public health.
The City of Oxnard will focus BMP efforts at the high trash generating areas identified through
the MFAC Program and continue watershed-wide BMP activities as a means to further reduce
the discharge of trash to Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash.
For point sources, the City of Oxnard has not yet been able to install full capture devices for
conveyances discharging to Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash. The City of Oxnard identified
106 catch basins that require retrofitting. A staff report has been prepared and the project has
been assigned to the Capital Improvement Project (CIP) Division. The CIP Division is currently
working with the City of Oxnard’s finance department to secure funding to install the full
capture devices. While full capture device planning in ongoing, the City is continuing to
implement BMPs within their jurisdiction to address point sources of trash and participate in the
non-point source MFAC/BMP program. The non-point source MFAC/BMP program results in
cleanups of a site within the City of Oxnard to support point source compliance as well.
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3.2.3 County of Ventura and VCWPD Litter Management Program
The County/VCWPD will continue to participate in the MFAC/BMP Program and regularly
maintain the County’s full capture devices. BMPs will include monthly trash cleanups at high
trash generating areas. Additionally, the County will conduct targeted outreach to schools within
the area covered by the Trash TMDL to educate the students, staff, and faculty on the importance
of pollution prevention specifically regarding trash. The scale of BMP implementation will
depend on the trash data collected during the 2017-2018 monitoring year. For point sources, the
County completed installing full capture devices in conveyances they are responsible for and is
meeting the March 2016 requirement of 100 percent of the conveyances discharging to Revolon
Slough and Beardsley Wash are addressed by full capture devices. The County maintained the
installed full capture devices during the 2016-2017 monitoring year to ensure their proper
functioning.
3.2.4 VCAILG Litter Management Program
As part of the new Conditional Waiver, VCAILG will provide educational classes focused on
improving water quality, including identifying trash as an impairment of water quality. VCAILG
will make a concerted effort to make trash management a bigger focus during educational
classes. Furthermore, based on 2016-2017 monitoring results, VCAILG will assist its members
with the implementation of additional BMPs as necessary by following the adaptive process
identified in the WQMP. In addition, VCAILG members will continue to be billed separately for
Trash TMDLs to further reinforce the idea, through a fiscal measure, that there are trash
problems in the watershed.
3.2.5 Caltrans Litter Management Program
Caltrans will continue to implement its current suite of BMPs as outlined in the TMRP. In
addition, Caltrans has plans to install six BSWs on Highway 34, with construction beginning in
2022 as well as four BSWs, one BST, and one Austin Vault Sand Filter on Highway 118, with
construction beginning in 2021 - these BMPs are subject to funding availability and the TMDL
Reach Prioritization completed under the most recent Caltrans MS4 Permit. The continued
implementation of current BMPs and the implementation of future potential BMPs will be
directed by results obtained from future monitoring events as part of the adaptive management
compliance approach.
3.3

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

Non-point source-responsible parties intend to continue complying with the Trash TMDL
through a visual MFAC/BMP Program, which may include the installation or implementation of
structural or non-structural BMPs. The MFAC/BMP Program that was included in TMRP Addendum No. 1 will continue to be implemented. Additional BMP implementation will be
scheduled as appropriate to address the identified high trash generating areas.
Point source-responsible parties will continue installing full capture devices on conveyances
discharging to Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash and/or employ a point source-specific
MFAC/BMP Program.
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4

MFAC Revisions

Overall, the non-point source MFAC/BMP Program is effective for addressing trash as none of
the five monitoring sites met the criteria for increased BMP implementation (four consecutive
months of Category 3 trash conditions). In addition, the current monthly non-point source
MFAC monitoring schedule is appropriate for assessing trash conditions within the Revolon
Slough and Beardsley Wash subwatershed. Any necessary revisions identified during the
implementation of the 2017-2018 monitoring year will be proposed in the ninth-year monitoring
annual report in January 2019.
In addition, the City of Camarillo’s point source-specific MFAC/BMP Program is effective at
addressing trash and the quarterly inspection and collection frequency is appropriate for
assessing trash conditions within the City’s portion of the Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash
subwatershed. Any necessary revisions identified during the implementation of the 2017-2018
monitoring year will be proposed in the ninth-year monitoring annual report in January 2019.
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Appendix 1. MFAC Program Site Descriptions
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Site 1 – Revolon Slough at Wood Road
This site consists of Revolon Slough and its
adjacent land areas. It begins at the end of a
concrete channel and includes the 100 foot
downstream portion of Revolon Slough and the
banks on both sides of the water body.
GPS Coordinates:
Lat: 34.169771
Lon: -119.095591

Site 3a – Camarillo Hills Drain Outlet
This site begins at the upstream end of a drain
outlet and includes the in-stream portions of
the Camarillo Hills Drain and the banks on
either side of the drain.
GPS Coordinates:
Lat: 34.215486
Lon: -119.076388

Site 5 – Revolon Slough at Etting Road
This site begins at the downstream end of an
agricultural drain that discharges into Revolon
Slough and includes the in-stream portions of
Revolon Slough as well as the land areas
within the slough and the banks.
GPS Coordinates:
Lat: 34.161731
Lon: -119.091460
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Site 8 – Caltrans Site on U.S. 101 Freeway
This site is located on the south side of U.S.
101 Freeway near Revolon Slough. The site
begins at the end of the guard rail and ends at
the fence surrounding Revolon Slough.
GPS Coordinates:
Lat: 34.221799
Lon: -119.120400

Site 10 – 5th Street Drain at Del Norte Blvd.
This site is located within the 5th Street Drain
near the intersection of Del Norte Boulevard
and 5th Street. This site was added to the
MFAC Program in July 2015.
GPS Coordinates:
Lat: 34.191006
Lon: -119.107392
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Appendix 2. Example MFAC Event Photos
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Site 1 – Revolon Slough at Wood Road

Figure 1: Site 1 before a MFAC Event in June, 2017

Figure 2: Site 1 after a MFAC Event in June, 2017
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Site 3a – Camarillo Hills Drain Outlet

Figure 3: Site 3a before a MFAC Event in May 2017

Figure 4: Site 3a after a MFAC Event in May, 2017
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Site 5 – Revolon Slough at Etting Road

Figure 5: Site 5 before a MFAC Event in February, 2017

Figure 6: Site 5 after a MFAC Event in February, 2017
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Site 8 – Caltrans Site on U.S. 101 Freeway

Figure 7: Site 8 before a MFAC Event in March, 2017

Figure 8: Site 8 after a MFAC Event in March, 2017
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Site 10 – Revolon Slough at Del Norte Blvd.

Figure 9. Site 10 before a MFAC Event in January, 2017

Figure 10. Site 10 before a MFAC Event in January, 2017
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Appendix 3. Example Completed Visual Assessment
Forms
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Appendix 4. Example Special Cleanup Event Photos
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Site 1 – Revolon Slough at Wood Road

Figure 1: Site 1 before a Special Cleanup Event in February, 2017

Figure 2: Site 1 after a Special Cleanup Event in February, 2017
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Site 3a-Camarillo Hills Drain Outlet

Figure 3: Site 3a before a Special Cleanup Event in June, 2017

Figure 4: Site 3a after a Special Cleanup Event in June, 2017
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Site 5 – Revolon Slough at Etting Road

Figure 5: Site 5 before a Special Cleanup Event in January, 2017

Figure 6: Site 5 after a Special Cleanup Event in January, 2017
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Site 8 – Caltrans Site on U.S. 101 Freeway

Figure 7: Site 8 before a Special Cleanup Event in June, 2017

Figure 8: Site 8 after a Special Cleanup Event in June, 2017
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Site 10 – Revolon Slough at Del Norte Blvd.

Figure 9. Site 10 before a Special Cleanup Event in March, 2017

Figure 10. Site 10 after a Special Cleanup Event in March, 2017
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Appendix 5. City of Camarillo Example Full Capture
Device Cleaning Photos
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Appendix 6. Example Coastal Cleanup Day Photos
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Annual TMRP Report for the Malibu Creek Watershed

Introduction
This Annual Report is for the fifth year of Trash Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
implementation, July 2015-June 2016. It is submitted by and for the City of Thousand
Oaks (the City), the County of Ventura (the County), and the Ventura County Watershed
Protection District (the District). This report fulfills requirements specified by the Los
Angeles Region Water Quality Control Plan with regard to the Malibu Creek Watershed
Trash TMDL, Resolution No. R4-2008-007 (effective July 7, 2009). The trash monitoring
results and compliance assessments are reported for point source waste load allocations
(WLAs) and non-point source load allocations (LAs). The monitoring efforts that
generated these data were conducted according to the Trash Monitoring and Reporting
Plan (TMRP) for the Malibu Creek Trash TMDL submitted to Los Angeles Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB) on April 30, 2010.
Additionally, the monitoring data were evaluated to identify trends and factors that may
help explain trash loading such as:
o Variation in monthly and yearly trash accumulation data;
o Comparison between monthly collected trash data and records of extreme
weather events;
o Possible loading sources; and
o Effectiveness of the Minimum Frequency of Assessment and Collection and
Best Management Practice (MFAC/BMP) program.
Based on a review of these factors, recommendations for modifications to improve BMP
effectiveness or revisions to the MFAC schedule may be made.

Overview
To monitor and take steps to reduce watershed impairment by trash in Lindero and Medea
Creeks, a TMRP was devised with representative locations so that trash accumulation
and reduction of the baseline waste load allocations (WLAs) within the TMDL areas could
be assessed. The assessment locations were selected at the lowest point of flow in each
subwatershed where creek morphology is conducive to the accumulation of trash
deposits. These locations were also judged to be accessible and safe for entry.
During this reporting period, critical weather events such as high winds and sufficiently
significant rainstorms were tracked and recorded; however due to unsafe conditions no
sampling during critical weather events were conducted. The collected monthly trash data
were assessed and compared to critical weather dates for assessment of weather impact
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to trash accumulation. As specified in the TMRP, a minimum of one collection per month
was completed at each site, as summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Collection Date Summary
Monitoring Date Lindero Creek Reach 2, LC-1
7/10/15
X
8/10/15
X
9/22/15
X
10/30/15
X
11/19/15
X
12/7/15
X
1/21/16
X
2/19/16
X
3/30/16
X
4/24/16
X
5/12/16
X
6/15/16
X

Medea Creek Reach 2, MC-1
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Assessment Area Characteristics
A detailed review of land uses in a drainage area offers suggests potential trash sources
and likely activities responsible for inappropriate disposal of trash.

Lindero Creek Subwatershed
The area within the City of Thousand Oaks jurisdiction with drainage to Reach 2 of Lindero
Creek is 2.08 square miles. A breakdown of land uses in this area is: 49.0% open space,
44.7% residential; 6.2% public and institutional lands (includes a golf course and parks);
and 1.3% commercial. The population is estimated to be 1,970 persons. Areas in
unincorporated Ventura County also have drainage to Lindero Creek. This area is 0.9
square miles. The land uses of this area are 9.5% commercial; 49.7% residential; and
40.8% open space. Population data for unincorporated portion of this subwatershed is
not available.
The Lindero Creek assessment site is a debris basin with a creek that is typified as a
braided flow that converges at a perforated stand pipe for below flood-stage discharges
that bypass the overflow structure. Reduced slope at the debris basin, in addition to the
standpipe’s size restriction, promotes trash and debris accumulation in the flood plain.
The location of the Lindero Creek assessment area is shown in Figure 1.
Visual inspections conducted by the City staff have shown that popular recreation areas
and areas close to schools have a higher potential for litter generation. Observed trash
was dominated by food-related packaging remains.
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Figure 1. Lindero Creek Assessment Site Map (LC1)

Medea Creek Subwatershed
The area within County unincorporated community of Oak Park with drainage to Reach 2
of Medea Creek is 3.32 square miles. A breakdown of land uses for this area is: 6.9%
commercial and community facilities; 30.1% residential; and 63.0% open space. The
population in Oak Park is about 13,800. Oak Park offers several recreational parks,
namely Medea Creek Park, Chaparral Park, Mae Boyar Park, and Sunrise Meadows
Open Space owned by Rancho Simi Recreation and Park District. Medea Creek Park and
Chaparral Park are directly adjacent to Medea Creek. Within Oak Park, there are also
three elementary schools, one middle school, three high schools, and one preschool
under jurisdiction of Oak Park Unified School District.
Medea Creek follows a single flow path as it moves through the assessment area. When
flow levels rise due to a storm event, the stream configuration causes bank overflow and
deposition of transported trash and debris onto an existing flood plain that is part of the
assessment area. The Medea Creek assessment site is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Medea Creek Assessment Site (MC1) Map

Evaluation of Trash Loading
Comparison of monthly amounts of litter collected at the assessment areas helps identify
temporal patterns and impact of weather events on the loading. Using three evaluation
matrices (piece, weight, and volume) can reveal something different about the sources
and activities causing the loading, as well as the modes of trash transport. Figures 3 and
4 show the monthly amount of collected litter measured and expressed by three different
metrics over this reporting period.

Lindero Creek
As presented in Figure 3, July and August were almost devoid of trash at the assessment
site for Lindero Creek. Collection events in September, October and November, and
February by contrast, had relatively high piece counts. Litter found in the LC1 assessment
area was nil for December and January. February had the highest piece-count with March
and April having had moderate counts. May and June had relatively low counts. The
volume metric of litter shows that September, October, and November had the greatest
peaks. March and April had moderate volume peaks. For the weight metric, September,
October, November, and April had moderately high, respective peaks. February had the
highest peak for the weight metric.
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Figure 3. Current & Prior Year Monthly Trash Loading, LC1
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Medea Creek
Similar to LC1, July and August had nearly no trash pieces. Peak monthly piece counts
at MC1 (Figure 4) occurred in September, October, and January. A moderate levels of
trash pieces were determined for all the other months. Volume peaks were seen only in
January and February. For the weight metric, the peak loading occurred in October,
January, and February; however, November, December and May and June had moderate
levels of trash weights.
A comparison of piece counts at the two assessment locations reveals two similar
patterns. July and August had nearly no trash pieces at both assessment areas.
Secondly, September and October peak levels were common to both assessment areas.
The relatively high November peak at LC1 was, however, only a moderate peak at MC1.
February’s extreme peak at LC1 was also different from the timing of extreme peak at
MC1 that occurred in January. Despite these differences, the pattern during the wet and
windy months was similar enough to confirm that weather transport is a significant
contributor to the trash loading. In general, the reasonably similar pattern of peak levels
(pieces) seen at both sites was not simply the result of a random dynamic. There was
also enough difference in the pattern of peak levels to support previous observation that
trash and litter accumulation was controlled by additional factors, a viewpoint derived in
earlier TMRP reports.

Trash Profile: High Frequency Categories
Reviewing the relative contribution of litter by category indicates the types of litter and the
relative contribution of each to the annual loading. Figures 5 and 6 depict the relative
amounts of annual trash by category for LC1 and MC1, respectively.

Trash Categories at Lindero Creek
As shown in Figure 5, categories of trash that make up the largest portion of the loading
at LC1 were Other/Unknown (small fragments), Sporting Goods, Plastic Bags, and
Wrappers (usually plastic).

Trash Categories at Medea Creek
As seen in Figure 6, Other/Unknown, Wrappers, and Shattered Glass were the types of
litter materials that were most often found at MC1.
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Figure 4. Current & Prior Year Monthly Trash Loading, MC1
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Figure 5. Lindero Creek Trash Composition
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Figure 6. Medea Creek Trash Composition
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Critical Weather Events
All critical weather events were tracked so that a comparison could be made with monthly
trash loading values to determine if there is any correlation. Note - to obtain adequately
sized data sets to determine weather impact on trash loading, the critical event thresholds
in the TMRP were modified to the levels shown in Table 2. Because these values are less
that the critical weather thresholds in the TMRP, the evaluation is more conservative and
no data is lost.
Table 2 shows the high intensity weather events that could have had a bearing on trash
and litter transport. An evaluation of the months with the greatest frequency of critical
weather events shows that February had the most overall critical weather events including
6 windy days and 1 rain event. April was second with 4 high-wind days and 2 rain storms
followed by January and March with 5 critical weather events each.
Unexpectedly, September had a storm event with the largest amount of precipitation
occurring over a 24-hour period. It was the first event that swiped trash and litter
accumulated during dry months of late spring and summer 2015.
Table 2. Critical Wind and Rain Events
Wind Events*
Date
9/14/15
10/18/15
10/30/15
11/6/15
11/15/15
12/18/15
12/14/15
12/22/15
12/26/15
12/31/15
1/4/16
1/5/16
1/6/16
1/30/16
1/31/16
2/4/16

Speed,
> 20 mph

Rain
Events
Depth
≥0.15”
0.87

23
21
24
21
0.15
21
26
23
21
0.70
0.59
0.17
0.64
26
23

Wind Events
Date
2/5/16
2/6/16
2/7/16
2/8/16
2/16/16
3/6/16
3/7/16
3/10/16
3/11/16
3/29/16
4/6/16
4/7/16
4/15/16
4/25/16
4/27/16
5/5/16

Speed,
> 20 mph
21
24
29
28
24
28

Rain
Events
Depth
≥0.15”

0.24
0.43
0.37

22
25
22
0.18
26
25
24

0.57
*Weather information was gathered from the California Data Exchange Center, Station ID TOK located in Thousand Oaks.
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Figures 7 through 10 show the timing of critical weather events with respect to the dates
of the monthly collection events, Figures 7 and 8 present data for Lindero Canyon (LC1)
and Figures 9 and 10 for Medea Creek (MC1).
The first significant rain event of the season was followed by high amounts of trash
collected in September 2015 at both assessment locations (Figures 7 and 9). Windy
conditions in October and November, appear to contribute to elevated trash amounts at
both locations as well (Figures 8 and 10).
Combination of wind and rain may have contributed to the highest amount of trash
collected at LC1 in February 2016 (Figures 7 and 8) and at MC1 in January (Figures 9
and 10).
Figure 7. Rain Effect Analysis on Loading at LC1
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Figure 8. Wind Effect Analysis on Loading at LC1
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Figure 9. Rain Effect Analysis on Loading at MC1
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Figure 10. Wind Effect Analysis on Piece Loading at MC1
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Volunteer Cleanup Events
Volunteer trash removal was done to control non-point source trash in the subwatersheds
draining to Malibu Creek Watershed by preempting its transport to a municipal separate
storm sewer system (MS4). Table 3 summarizes trash, litter, and debris cleanup events
done during the annual cycle of this report.
Table 3. Volunteer Litter Cleanups
Date

Volunteers

Location

8/7/15

5

Lindero Creek headwater areas

10/10/15

47

Upstream MC1 assessment area
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Pounds Removed
Unknown - see photo in
Appendix A
148
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Annual Trash and Debris Loading
The amount of litter collected at the assessment sites each month is summarized in
Table 4. Annual totals were included so that these values can be compared to the point
source WLAs in effect for each site.
Table 4. Annual Trash Loading at LC1 and MC1
Site: LC1

Site: MC1

Date

Piece
Count

Volume,
c.f.

Weight
lbs.

Piece
Count

Volume,
c.f.

Weight
lbs.

7/10/15

1

0.1

0.4

2

0.05

0.1

8/10/15

0

0

0

1

0.05

0.1

9/22/15

52

0.5

2.0

29

0.1

0.75

10/30/15

57

0.4

3.0

28

0.15

3.0

11/19/15

50

0.5

2.0

14

0.1

1.0

12/7/15

0

0

0

12

0.05

1.0

1/21/16

0

0

0

34

1.0

1.6

2/19/16

69

0.05

4.0

17

0.3

5.6

3/30/16

21

0.2

1.6

15

0.05

0.44

4/24/16

28

0.15

2.2

11

0.05

0.44

5/12/16

10

0.1

0.9

13

0.05

1.2

6/15/16

14

0.1

0.3

15

0.05

1.2

Total

302

2.1

16.4

191

2.0

16.4

Waste Load Allocation Compliance
Values for annual loading at the Lindero and Medea Creek assessments sites were
compared with the point source WLAs for each of the three metrics (Table 5).
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Table 5. Point Source WLA Compliance
Lindero Creek

Medea Creek

Data Compliance

Pieces

Vol., c.f.

Weight,
pounds

Pieces

Vol., c.f.

Weight,
pounds

Original Baseline

902

13.4

69

970

7.2

16.3

60%
Reduction due
7/7/15

361

5.4

27.6

388

2.9

6.5

2015-16 Annual
Loading

302

3.4

26.4

191

2.0

16.4

% Reduction 201516 Annual Loading
from Baseline

67

75

62

80

72

-0.6

Data in Table 5 show that assessment site LC1 meets the point source WLAs for all trash
and litter metrics. Data from this table show that MC1 was in compliance for the pieces
and volume metrics, but in excess of the WLA for weight (shown in bold type).

BMP Evaluation
Existing BMPs were done over the course of the year and were reasonably effective at
preventing an accumulation of trash in most areas. The BMPs currently in use in areas
surrounding and including assessment sites LC1 and MC1 include:

City of Thousand Oaks


Catch basin cleaning - Catch basins are inspected annually. If trash has
accumulated to 25% or more of the unit’s capacity, it is cleaned by a vactor truck.



Street sweeping - All residential areas (public and private) are swept 19 times per
year and commercial areas are swept once per week.



Open channel storm drain maintenance: All city-maintained channels are
inspected and cleaned as required once per year, prior to the wet season.



Public Event Litter Control - A recycling plan is required when obtaining a permit
for staging public events. This plan requires adequate facilities for trash collection
and disposal and reclamation of recyclable materials.
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Public areas - Trash receptacles have been placed at public use areas. These
devices are monitored and emptied regularly.



Freeway Ramp and Interchange Collection Program - The City pays for trash and
debris collection at freeway on-ramps and exits and from the freeway interchange.



Free Landfill Day - The City sponsors two days one in April and one in September
when residents may take waste and recyclables, including electronics, to the Simi
Valley Landfill for free disposal.



The City-sponsored “Neighborhood Cleanup Program” provides 40-yard
dumpsters and free disposal to residential neighborhoods desiring to organize and
conduct cleanup events.



Residents may safely and legally dispose of household hazardous waste at the
City’s Hazardous Waste Collection Facility on Fridays and Saturdays. In addition,
the City provides household battery collection services at twelve locations.



Thousand Oaks residents may dispose of up to four “bulky items” per year, such
as appliances, mattresses and old furniture, simply by calling their trash company
and arranging for free pickup.



Thousand Oaks Municipal Code Sec.7-8.201 (7) prohibits the disposal and
accumulation of trash in public and private areas.



Catch basins are labeled “Drains to Creek, Do Not Dump” or “Drains to Lake, Do
Not Dump.”



Public outreach/education addressing trash pollution is conducted at multiple
public events, through radio and newspapers ads, and on the City’s website.



Utility bill inserts - Promotional inserts are used to advertise Coastal Clean-up Day,
Community Clean-up Day, Free Landfill Day, and other City-sponsored trash
reduction/clean-up programs.

County of Ventura and VCWPD


In July 2017, thirty-five (35) full trash capture devices (connector pipe screens)
were installed within high trash areas of County unincorporated areas for the TMDL
point-source compliance. More details will be provided in next Annual Report.



Catch basin cleaning - Catch basins are inspected at least once a year and cleaned
when filled to 25% or more of the catch basin’s capacity. During the storm season,
all drainage facilities are inspected and cleaned as necessary.
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Ventura County’s catch basins are labeled, “Don’t Pollute, Flows to Waterways.”



Open channel storm drain maintenance - All channels owned and maintained by
VCWPD are cleared, inspected, and cleaned as required, at least once per year.



“Big Sunday” event took place on May 1, 2016. It was another event under ongoing program “Annual Big Sunday Trash Removal and Catch Basin Stenciling”
(first Sunday of each May) organized by the Oak Park Unified School District, see
Appendix A.



In Fall 2016, the County sponsored 5-part Watershed Friendly GardenTM program,
which was open and free to the general public to increase drought awareness and
promote water conserving approaches to landscaping. Hands-on workshops were
conducted by experts that assisted participants with how to design and implement
such gardens. These landscapes can decrease runoff to lessen the potential of
trash transport (Appendix B).



Trash Management at Public Events - A trash and litter management plan is
required when obtaining a permit for staging public events. This plan requires
adequate facilities for trash collection and disposal.



Public areas - Trash receptacles have been placed within high trash generation
areas. These devices are cleaned and maintained regularly to prevent trash
overflow.



The amended Ventura County Stormwater Quality Management Ordinance for
Unincorporated Areas (Ventura County Ordinance No. 4450) has been in effect
since August 2012. It includes litter and trash specific prohibitions (§ 6942) on the
discharge or deposition of trash that may enter the County storm drain system or
receiving waters. The revised ordinance includes increased civil penalties for
violations and provisions for issuing administrative fines, recovery of costs, and
misdemeanor violations.



The County and VCWPD participate in the Ventura Countywide Stormwater
Quality Management Program that provides outreach and education facilitated by
contracted services from “The Agency,” a professional advertisement group that
designs and conducts countywide, bilingual outreach programs advocating proper
trash disposal. Outreach includes social media messages about litter prevention
and the protection of stormwater quality.



The County conducts commercial, industrial, and construction facility/site
inspections to ensure pollution prevention BMPs are adequate and maintained and
to educate employees about the importance of pollution prevention.
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Recommended/Future BMPs
Ongoing activities by each responsible agency continue to assess and improve litter
control in urban and recreational areas.

Lindero Creek
Catch basin loading survey was conducted to evaluate maintenance procedures and
currently used BMPs.
Additional BMPs:


Thousand Oaks is in the process of retrofitting 28 catch basins with full-capture
devices at catch basins identified in the loading survey.

Medea Creek
The County successfully secured funding under Proposition 84 Stormwater Grant
Program for an Oak Park Green Streets Retrofit project. Ten modular wetlands and two
biofilters will be installed in the Oak Park located within Medea Creek subdrainage area.
The ten modular wetlands are being installed with completion scheduled for October 30,
2017.

MFAC Program Changes
No changes to the MFAC plan are currently recommended.
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Appendix A
2016 Volunteer Cleanup Photos

Lindero Creek Cleanup

2016 Big Sunday Participant Photo
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Appendix B
2016 Watershed Friendly Garden Program at Oak Park High School
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Watershed Friendly Garden Oak Park High School Photos
Spring 2017

Summer 2017
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